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preparation guide
WHAT TO DO BEFORE THE SHOOT

is present to help with any issues surrounding the
successful completion of the shoot.

Please ensure the property is shoot ready. This cannot
be overstated as the success of your shoot hinges
on everything being ready to go. Recommended
procedures for preparing your property:

☐ Inform us of any amenities that need to be captured
(i.e. gym, pool, lobby, etc.). Or any other keyshots
that are important to you.

☐ De-clutter all rooms being shot. Less is more with
realestate photography as buyers want to envision
themselves living in that space.

☐ Make sure all workers are done with their work and
limit the amount of people on-site so that we can
efficiently complete the shoot.

☐ Make sure landscaping is on-point. Coordinate to
have the gardener/pool cleaner come the day before
the shoot and not at the same time.

WHAT TO DO & EXPECT AFTER THE SHOOT

☐ Clean the house or hire a cleaning company to come
in and really make the place shine.
☐ Please remove any/all exterior signage.
☐ Do NOT book a shoot on trash day. Ideally, book during
street sweeping instead.
☐ Replace all things broken that are noticeable in a photo
or video. Such as: lights (especially poollights), blinds,
glass, and blemishes (wall, carpet, furniture, etc.).
☐ Be sure to communicate with us in advance if there are
important shots that need special preparation for (ex.
long lens for view shots).

Expect to receive your content via email(s) based upon
the turnaround times discussed in our policy pages.
If you ordered a video or a property website it is your
responsibility to provide us with proper branding and
property information. Please make sure we have the
following within 24 hours of booking to avoid potential
delays in branded content deliverables.
☐ Contact information (phone, email, etc.)
☐ Your personal logo and/or company logo
☐ Property description (for website)
☐ List price, number of bedrooms and bathrooms, lot
and property square footage (for website)

☐ If we are shooting without anyone present we require
lockbox instructions at booking.

☐ Preferred domain name if available and backup
domain name (for website)

☐ 24 hours prior to the shoot we suggest you that either
you or a represntative check the property and make
sure these tasks are completed.

☐ Headshot(s) of you or your team

WHAT TO DO DURING THE SHOOT
☐ Turn on all interior and exterior lights either before the
shoot begins or at the beginning of the shoot. This
includes firepits and fireplaces.
☐ For exterior lighting, DON’T rely on timers as they are
often set wrong. Turn them on manually at least 1
hour before sunset.
☐ Be prepared to move furniture and/or large objects if
they need to be cleared for a shot.
☐ Make sure either you, an assistant, or the home-owner
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If you haven’t done so already, please provide us the
email(s) of the person/people who need access to the
content we create for you.
If you’ve received your invoice already, please pay it so
that we can deliver your content on time.

POST-SHOOT EDIT REQUEST FORM
If you need additional retouching on photos, videos,
floorplans, or virtual staging please fill out a form at:
http://www.luxlvl.com/edit-request/

POLICIES/PROCEDURES
general procedures
LUXLVL SHOOTING STYLE & PROCESS
Everyone on our team has gone through extensive
training to create content that has a specific,
consistent look and style. This end result exemplifies
what we call LUXLVL quality. This quality is defined
by employing creative artistry (using flash techniques,
framing, composition, editing, etc), highlighting our
clients’ needs (expectations, objectives), and using
overall efficiency (high-end gear, years of experience,
learned techniques). Rest assured that whoever is on
your job is a professional and ready to create amazing
content.

LUXLVL ON-SITE PROCESS
Our team will arrive at your property ready to begin
the process of creating the content you hired us to
create. We highly encourage an agent, assistant or
representative to be present to walk through and
make sure everything is functional and shoot ready.
During this process our team members will make
suggestions and shooting adjustments to ensure a
successful shoot.
If the property is occupied please ensure all
personal/distracting items are put away and secured
for increased production value. Again, we will
communicate any items we suggest be moved out of
sight. If and when given permission to move items we
will either replace them and/or communicate where
the items have been placed.
If the property is unoccupied and the client is not
present, we will do our best to capture the property
like we normally would. We will attempt to turn on/
off lights and will move objects as we see fit /are
comfortable doing. If the client is not present and/
or we are not communicated specific instructions
beforehand, we are not responsible if the property isn’t
captured exactly how you hoped it would. Properties
with no client present and are above 3,000 sq ft may
require an open/close fee.

LUXLVL TURNAROUND PROCESS
Each service we do has a different turnaround
time; please review the specific service section for
turnaround times. At The Luxury Level, we continually
strive for perfection in our products and quality always
comes first. As such, we never want to provide you
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with your content in haste. At the same time, please
be aware, circumstances outside of our control can
cause delay outside our standard turnaround times.
We know this is a fast moving industry and we
continually make efforts to improve our workflows and
overall efficiency. We’re humans constantly striving to
be superhuman and appreciate your understanding if
there’s a delay.

LUXLVL INVOICING PROCESS
Once the shoot is completed and delivered, an invoice
will be emailed to you within 5 business days. All
clients are required to have a credit card on file and
must fill out a credit card authorization form before
the start of the shoot. Once you receive the invoice
you have 5 business days to remit payment via credit
card, check, Venmo, or QuickPay. If payment is not
remitted within that timeframe we will send you a
notification email that we will charge the credit card
on file on the following day.

Photography
TURNAROUND TIMES
Regular interior/exterior daytime property photography
has a next day turnaround Monday - Thursday. What
does “next day” mean? We define next day as delivery
of your content at any time during the next full day –
from 9AM to 11:59PM. If requested in advance, any
regular photography shoot completed on a Friday
can be delivered on Saturday. Otherwise, our default
delivery is set for the following Monday. Weekend
photography shoots, whether it be on a Saturday or
a Sunday will be delivered by the following Tuesday.
If combining a regular photography shoot with a
twilight shoot or doing an a la carte twilight shoot,
please allow two business days for receipt of all photos
(unless you request a rush for an additonal fee). Why
is this? This is because twilights extend our shoot time
to late into the evening, which makes it difficult for our
editing team to do standard turnaround (Note: twilight
turnaround time may be faster during early evening
winter months Nov~Feb).
If you have a time sensitive issue for your content,
please let us know in advance (before your shoot)
of your needs. We also provide rush services upon
request prior to booking the shoot.
photography cont...

POLICIES/PROCEDURES
DELIVERABLES FORMAT
All photography jobs are delivered via an online gallery
that is download PIN protected and can be password
protected upon request. Folders or Sets may subdivide
your content depending on the job type and requests.
Photos are in JPG format and can be downloaded in
high resolution (for print or ads) or web resolution (for
MLS or social media).

DELIVERABLES CONTENT
Final content and photo count will depend entirely on
the service ordered. All jobs are culled to the best,
most usable photos by our expert staff. We do not
share all job photos before editing as we consider
those photos to be unfinished products. We also do
not give access to RAW files for this same reason
unless licensed or purchased. Please see the photo
editing section if you need photos edited further/
differently or if something is missing.

TYPE OF PHOTOGRAPHY SHOT
For regular property photography our team takes
photos of key interior and exterior spaces. Behind
the scene and social media photos are not a part
of our standard delivery but can be done for an
additional charge and advance notice. Interior Design/
Architectural photography (like seen in Architectural
Digest) is not a part of our regular photography delivery
but can be done for an additional charge and advance
notice. Some of the spaces we don’t generally shoot
unless asked specifically are: hallways (unless it’s a
grand hallway), closets (unless it’s a master or very
large), very small bathrooms, storage sheds and
basements/attics/garages (unless they’re finished).

STYLE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Our standard photography style uses on and off
camera flash techniques that aim to properly light
a room and show true color and clarity. This style
emphasizes a cleaner look and feel to our photos
without looking too flash-based or too natural-based.
We do not use HDR techniques as we feel it flattens
photos and produces amateur results. Similar to our
standard photography, architectural photography
style also uses on and off camera flash techniques.
The difference between the two is the type of flash
techniques, camera focal lengths, compositions and
final editing that we employ. The look and feel is similar
to a more natural feel without feeling over-produced
or too stylized.
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In general, if you have a certain look and feel you’re
hoping to convey in the editing or shooting style, we
are happy to collaborate with you but please be sure
to request this prior to your shoot. Expectations can’t
be managed unless we know there is an expectation.

AMOUNT OF PHOTOGRAPHY SHOT
•

Regular Property Photography – we capture a
minimum of 25 edited photos for a 1-2,000 sq ft
property. Expect at least 4-8 additional photos per
additional 1,000 sq ft.

•

Twilight Property Photography – delivery is between
8-12 photos but more can be ordered depending
on the size of the property. This is a mix of what we
call pre-twilight (color changing sky) and twilight
(blue hour sky). If requested we can focus our
twilight shooting on one of these methods instead
of the other.

•

Aerial Property Photography – we have two base
packages: one for 4-7 photos and one for 8-12
photos. If you need more than the base packages,
we can custom quote a total.

•

Architectural and Commercial Property Photography –
these photography proposals are custom to each
project. Therefore, the total amount of photos and
the style captured can vary. We offer half day rates,
full day rates, and smaller packages as needed.

•

Mini Photography Packages – these jobs have set
photo counts and we may occasionally deliver
up to two to three more photos beyond the set
number per our discretion.

•

Location Photography Packages – these are typically
custom quoted and the total amount of photos is
agreed upon before the shoot begins.

•

Event Photography – there is no set delivery count
for this but a good ballpark is 80-100 photos per
hour shot

•

Headshot Photography – typical delivery is 3-5 final
retouched photos per person.

photography cont...

POLICIES/PROCEDURES
DELIVERABLES EDITING

Level 2 - Intermediate Retouching - $12/Photo

All photos are retouched for white balance, color,
exposure, straightening, and other basic corrections
to properly represent your property. On occasion,
some photos need additional attention in Photoshop
to properly convey your vision.

Intermediate retouching includes but not limited to:
•

Substantial or full grass replacement.

•

The Luxury Level will provide some Photoshop work
at no additional charge. For example, the following will
be done for free: small blemishes, cameras in mirrors,
flash reflections, blurring personal riders, blacking
out TV screens, adding fire to fireplaces, minor grass
retouching, replacing skies, outlining your property in
aerial photos, blurring other properties in aerial photos.

Medium-sized object removal. (objects that take
up less than 10% of the overall image. Like a for
sale sign that is behind a complicated background
or an electrical pole with wires)

•

Complicated lighting replacement. (Wall Sconces,
Under Cabinet Lighting, Etc)

•

Replacing missing cabinet pulls or appliances.

PHOTOSHOP RETOUCHING

•

Adding a door into a door frame.

We want you to be happy with your work and we want
to help you resolve your issues as quickly as possible
but a lot of that depends on proper communication
with our team. If you need additional editing to your
content beyond our standard delivery, we also offer
advanced retouching options for a nominal fee. We
have three levels of advanced retouching that can
be ordered via our “Edit Request Form” once your
content has been delivered. The levels are based
on the amount of work requested and are generally
assessed as such:

•

Replacing missing floor tiles.

•

Tire marks on the driveway (intense).

Level One - Basic Retouching - $6/Photo
Basic retouching includes but not limited to:

Level 3 - Advanced Retouching - $25+/Photo
Advanced retouching includes but not limited to:
•

Large object removal. (objects that take up more
than 15% of the overall image.)

•

Full floor replacement.

•

Pool cover removal or pool water insertion.

•

Day to Dusk Exterior Conversion.

•

Medium blemish removal (large scuffs, cracks,
watermarks, etc).

•

Lighting replacement (usually, this is multiple
lights, but sometimes it’s just one).

•

Small object removal (Objects that take up less
than 5% of the overall image. Like a paper towel
roll or a kleenex box).

•

Wall art replacement or adding a piece of art or
wall TV (with completely new and different art).

•

Basic and Intermediate can take up to 1 business
day to be completed.

•

Medium grass retouching (removal of several
branches, several leaves, or cloning out multiple
dead patches, etc.).

•

•

Pool and/or roof debris removal (only significant
amounts).

Advanced can take up to 2-3 business days
to be completed. Virtual Staging and furniture
replacement is beyond advanced retouching and
a virtual staging request form must be filled out
separately – please see Virtual Staging section for
more information.
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RETOUCHING TURNAROUND TIMES
Retouching requests are reviewed and responded to
from 9AM to 7PM Monday-Friday. Anything submitted
outside those hours will be looked at first thing in the
morning or on Monday if submitted over the weekend.
Once we review the files and requests and the cost
(if any) is approved by the client only then will work
proceed. Turnaround of final photos is as follows:

photography cont...

POLICIES/PROCEDURES
MISSING ROOMS ON DELIVERY
If we deliver photos and you find a room missing that’s
part of the standard rooms we deliver, the procedure
for resolution is as follows:
IF: A room was missed in delivery...
THEN: We will look to see if we missed delivering it and
will update the gallery accordingly so long as it’s not
a part of a photo count package that limits our total
deliverables.
IF: Room was never taken or lost...
THEN: We will discuss with the photographer why it
wasn’t taken. If no plausible reason is given, we will
come back out and reshoot free of charge so long as
it’s not a part of a limited photo count package.

and come to a decision whether the shoot warrants
a reshoot or not. It is up to our discretion what we
think is acceptable work given all the circumstances
surrounding your original shoot.

TWILIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY PROCEDURES
Twilight photography is a specialty add-on service
that creates amazing, eye catching results. Our team
has a mastery of the craft and approach twilight a
bit differently than what you may have experienced
with previous photographers. We do this through our
editing techniques and by merging the concepts of
pre-twilight and blue hour twilight into overall twilight
photography delivery.
•

Pre-twilight – when the sun is setting and the colors
in the sky are changing from yellows to purple.
You can start to see yellow/orange light through
windows and landscape lighting begins to show.
This typically lasts from 10 minutes before sunset
to about 10 minutes after.

•

Blue hour twilight – starts about 15-20 minutes
after the sun has set and lasts for another 1520 minutes depending on the time of year and
weather conditions. This is when the sky is that
electric blue color and landscape lights and interior
lights look brighter and whiter.

MISSING ANGLES ON DELIVERY
If we deliver your photos and you find a missing angle
that you were expecting to get, the procedure for
resolution is as follows:
IF: An angle was not provided at delivery..
THEN: We will review why it missing (maybe you were
locked into a limited photo count package, maybe the
quality wasn’t good, etc.) and provide an explanation.
IF: Discussed and agreed upon at the shoot that we
would take a certain angle but then did not...
THEN: We will discuss with the photographer why the
angle wasn’t taken. If no plausible reason is given we
will come back out and reshoot free of charge.
IF: You didn’t communicate with us about the angles
you needed at booking and/or were not present at the
shoot which resulted in us not getting the angle you
wanted...
THEN: There can be no expectation that we would
deliver those shots to you. As in tune as we are with
the needs and expectations of our clientele, we can’t
be held accountable for what we don’t know.

RESHOOTING DUE TO QUALITY
You hired The Luxury Level for many reasons and
one of the main reasons for that is the quality of work
we provide. We take that very seriously and hold our
employees to extremely high standards. As such:

Shoot-Through Twilight Photography Policy
Twilight photography is one of the most requested
add-on services we offer. As such, when we are hired
to shoot twilight photography we try to maximize the
usefulness of your exterior photography and avoid
shooting your property’s exteriors when the sun is
long in the sky. In our extensive experience, potential
buyers and our clients do not like seeing property’s
half in sun and half in shadow. It’s too contrast-y and is
not nearly as pleasing or dramatic as twilight content.
Therefore, we have created a company policy that
when hiring us for a shoot-through twilight session in
addition to a regular photography session, we do a
full round of exterior photos at pre-twilight and then
a second round of 8-12 twilight photos consisting of
only blue hour photos. Per request, we can put light
blue skies into the pre-twilight photos if you do not like
the color changing look of pre-twilight.

IF: You find the quality of work subpar
THEN: Please cite your reason why and we will
review extensively with our internal staff the work
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photography cont...

POLICIES/PROCEDURES
Shoot-Through Twilight Photography Policy Cont...
Keep in mind; while rolling a regular photography
session and a twilight session together does save you
money, doing so may affect the quality of the regular
photography session. This is because shooting
property’s in the late afternoon may result in harsh
light and shadows from windows and affect the overall
quality of light and color in all spaces.
Return Same Day Twilight Photography Policy
When hired to return to your property the same day or
on a different day to capture twilight we do not follow
the same shooting procedure as shoot-through.
Return same day means we went to your property
early in the day, likely in the late morning or very early
afternoon and then plan to return to your property at
twilight time to reshoot exteriors. Since we are initially
at your property at a good time of day to capture
exterior photos we do a full set of daytime exteriors
at that time and then when we return for twilight we
do a smaller set of 8-12 pre-twilight/blue hour twilight
photos combined. If you prefer we only do one type
over the other that can be requested. Return same day
twilight includes a travel fee to return to the property.

DELIVERABLES FORMAT
All our standard video content is delivered in 4k. For
larger scale productions we can also shoot in 6k or 8k
depending on production needs.

DELIVERABLES CONTENT
Once editing is completed, we will send you an email
containing a Dropbox link to the .mp4/.mov files, your
Vimeo and/or YouTube links for the video(s), as well
as access to any other video assets/content that has
been ordered. We do not share all video files before
editing as we consider those files to be unfinished
products. We also do not give access to RAW files
for this same reason unless licensed or purchased.
Please see the video editing section if you need your
content edited further/differently.
•

Residential, Commercial Properties, & Aerial Video –
client receives two types of videos once editing is
completed: a non-branded (MLS) version, and a
branded (your information) version.

•

Social Media Edits (platforms like Instagram, TikTok,
etc.) – one version is delivered based on the type
of social platform the content is intended for.

•

Spotlight Series, Event, Business Promo & Agent Profile
Videography – generally one version is delivered
but it could be more based upon whatever is
determined at the first pre-production meeting.

A La Carte Twilight Photography Policy
This is a standard, stand-alone shoot specifically
for twilight photography. Similar to return same day
twilight photography, we do a set of 8-12 pre-twilight/
twilight photos combined. If you prefer we only do
one type over the other that can be requested. We
can also do a 13-24 photo package if you need more
during this session. Depending upon the size of your
property, it may require a second photographer onsite.

VIDEO LENGTH BY SERVICE TYPE
•

Residential & Commercial Properties – video length
is generally between 1-4 minutes long depending
on the size/scope of the project.

•

Aerial Videography – are between 30-90 seconds
long.

TURNAROUND TIMES

•

All regular videography and social media projects
have a 2-4 business day turnaround. If videography
is shot on a weekend day, that may extend the
turnaround an extra business day. Other factors at
play in turnaround times are making sure to provide
The Luxury Level with your most current branding,
such as: logos, headshots and contact information.
Our Spotlight Series, Business Promo and Agent
Profile videography may take up to 10 business days
to complete depending on the project.

Social Media edits – are generally between 30-60
seconds long but now have the ability to go up
to 3 minutes. Any content intended to be over 1
minute in length will need to be discussed with the
Luxury Level team further.

•

Spotlight Series, Event, Business Promo & Agent
Profile Videography – these are custom video
projects designed to fit our clients’ needs and
deliverables. As such, video length will be
determined at the first pre-production meeting.

videography
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videography cont...

POLICIES/PROCEDURES
PROCESS & FOOTAGE CAPTURED BY SERVICE
TYPE
•

Residential & Commercial Properties – we make it
a priority to capture all key rooms, exteriors, and
specific features that we think will best highlight
the property. We emphasize movement and flow
and any static shots are chosen for effect and to
emphasize views and certain features.

•

Spotlight Series, Business Promo & Agent Profile
Videography – our produced video content requires
an initial 5-15 minute pre-production meeting. In
this collaborative process our production team will
meet with our client(s) to capture the project vision
and determine all production and equipment
needs, locations, style, format, deliverables
needed and expectations surrounding the shoot.
The Luxury Level production team will then take
this information and create a proposal to present
at the follow-up meeting to make any further
tweaks and confirm shoot date(s) and timing.

•

•

•

•

Social Media Edits – this type of shoot begins with
a 5-15 minute pre-production consultation to
determine needs and develop campaign strategy
if one does not exist. Understanding final content
goals are of vital importance in this arena and
there are countless scenarios in which social
media content can be created. The Luxury Level
team will then capture your content based upon
the agreed upon plan of action.
Aerial Videography – our drone pilots first check to
make sure we are safe to fly. Once confirmed, we
capture your property from several flattering angles
and show the property in relation to the surrounding
area. We welcome any specific direction you may
have and are happy to accommodate specific
requests whenever possible.
Event Videography – often this is a highlight reel of
the moments that occured during your event. We
use multiple methods of capturing your content
based on specific requests and what is possible.
Local Area Footage (a.k.a. B-Roll Footage) – for this
type of service we can either shoot on the ground
or via drone. It is considered an additional addon charge and is not included in our standard
videography. Pricing may vary depending on the
complexity of the shoot. Some public areas and
landmarks that pose higher risk factors and unique
content require higher degrees of skill and time.
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VIDEO EDITING IN GENERAL
The Luxury Level’s experienced post-production
editing staff has the capabilities to assist in
conceptualizing and clearly conveying your brand
message. We include all standard graphics, visual
effects, and individually licensed music for each project
at no additional charge. Depending on graphics and
lower thirds requests, some content creation may
cost additional due to the complexity or volume.

VIDEO EDIT REQUESTS
The client is entitled to (1) complimentary round of edit
requests to help fine tune how they want the property
presented. Additional rounds of edits are possible for
a small additional fee. Projects will be submitted to
the queue immediately following the completion of the
“Edit Request Form”. This form is also provided on
our website and in the final deliverables email. Please
allow for 1-2 business days for one pass revisions
once the edit request form is received.

COMMUNICATION OF EDITS DEADLINE
Time is of the essence to manage edit requests,
deadlines and expectations. Due to The Luxury Levels’
workflow we need to keep things running effientlty. As
such, the client has up to 7 business days from the date
of delivery to submit any edit corrections for the one
pass edit. After 7 business days we off-line the project
files to make room for incoming jobs. Furthermore,
project files are archived 30 days after final revision
to further maintain efficient in-house workflow. If you
need an edit pass and you are outside these windows
of time there is an on-lining fee of $35 between 7-30
days, and $50 for 31+ days.

AERIAL/DRONE
When hiring The Luxury Level to capture aerial
content, rest assured that our drone pilots are insured
and also licensed with the FAA part 107 and FAA and
have our 49 USC 44807 exemption (formerly known
as exemption 333 or long story short, we are clear for
takeoff and legal to fly commercially).
Our pilots are always respectful of other neighbors’
properties, especially their privacy. We will always
manage any rare situations professionally and make
sure our clients are represented in the best light.
aerial/drone cont...

POLICIES/PROCEDURES
Please note that we are not responsible for informing
adjacent neighbors about our flying of any drones.
Additionally, we are not responsible for complaints
arising from said flying.
There are no federal laws against flying a drone over
private property as the FAA only regulates airspace
above 400 feet. However, we understand there are
HOAs that would like to think otherwise and we
respect any permissions needed for a green light. It
is the client’s responsibility to do this research and
provide any permissions and information needed in
order for us to fly.

Floorplan
The Luxury Level provides three types of floorplan:
1. Standard Floorplan – this is a basic room by room
build-out of your property which can be delivered
in black and white or basic colors.
2. 2D Enhanced Floorplan – this is a 2D textured plan
that includes design elements for floors, furniture
and some décor. This can also be upgraded to a
siteplan which uses the same texturing techniques
to represent the entire lot of the property.
3. Watercolor Floorplan – this is a watercolor based
floorplan that includes design elements for
furniture and some décor. This can also be
upgraded to a siteplan which uses the same
watercolor techniques to represent the entire lot
of the property.

TURNAROUND TIMES
Depending on the property’s size, it may take
anywhere from 15 minutes to an hour-plus to do our
initial build of the plan onsite. Then our editing team
takes that data and builds the plan for final delivery. All
standard floorplans have a next day delivery outside of
holidays and weekends. All 2D enhanced floorplans,
watercolor floorplans and siteplans have a two-three
business day delivery.

DELIVERABLES FORMAT
These final floorplan files are delivered in JPG format
and per request can be delivered as a PDF or PNG.
Each floor will be delivered as their own file with an all
floors file version delivered as well.
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DELIVERABLES CONTENT
Delivery of all floorplans show basic room dimensions,
directional arrow, floor level and property address.
When requested we can also provide overall square
footage and square footage per floor. Any detached
(i.e., garage) or attached (i.e., attics) non-livable
spaces will not be measured. ADUs/Pool Houses are
the only free-standing buildings that we will measure
in addition to the main dwelling.

SQUARE FOOTAGE ACCURACY
Our method for measuring is fairly exact but not official
and accuracy ranges from 95-97%. The Luxury Level is
not responsible for discrepancies with state authorized
measurements. We can provide either Gross Living
Area or Gross Internal Area measurements.
What’s the difference between GLA and GIA?
•

Gross Living Area (GLA) – the total area of finished,
above-grade residential space; calculation by
measuring the outside perimeter of the structure
and includes only finished, habitable, above-grade
living space. This is what state assessors use.
Our GLA numbers follow the ANSI Z765-2021
calculation standard.

•

Gross Internal Area (GIA) – the area of a building
measured to the internal face of the perimeter walls
at each floor level. This is what state assessors
use when it’s only an apartment with shared walls.

FLOORPLAN EDIT REQUESTS
You get (1) free round of edits for any of the edits
described below. Subsequent rounds cost an
additional $25/round unless the edits are a fault of The
Luxury Level’s doing. You can submit edit requests
via our “Edit Request Form”.
•

Fixing/changing room titles, address, level names,
compass direction

•

Fixing/changing doors, windows or anything
glaringly incorrect

•

Adding or removing room dimensions or sq ft

POLICIES/PROCEDURES
VIRTUAL STAGING & REPLACEMENT
VIRTUAL STAGING SERVICE TYPES
1. Premium Staging – This is high-end virtual staging,
ideal for luxury properties or situations where
you’re striving for the most realistic representation
possible. A higher quality of rendering content
is used and the shadows and lighting are more
artistically applied.
2. Standard Staging – This is regular virtual staging
which is a more budget friendly option, but also
still offers fantastic results. The main difference
is that Standard staging is slightly less realistic
looking than Premium staging and the variety of
staging is less.
3. Virtual Staging + Virtual Replacement - This is the
use of either premium/standard staging and digital
manipulation of the space as well. What does
that mean? Well, say for example you want patio
furniture but you want the ground replaced as well,
or maybe old pieces of furniture exist that you want
replaced with new furniture. As such, this would
require digital manipulation of the image before
we even virtually stage the property. This type of
service is custom quoted depending entirely on
the level of complexity of the manipulation request.

TURNAROUND TIMES
Once received, virtual staging requests are looked
at from 9AM to 7PM Monday-Friday. Anything
submitted outside those hours will be looked at first
thing in the morning or on Monday if submitted over
the weekend. After the pricing estimate has been
agreed upon it typically takes 1 to 2 business days
to complete a standard order, 2-3 business days for
a premium order. Tack on at least 2 more business
days if virtual replacement is being done in addition
to virtual staging. It is essential that you communicate
your request(s) in a timely manner as the editing
process can be affected by delayed responses.

LEVEL OF RETOUCHING
All rooms are staged/retouched to fill the photo(s) with
an appropriate amount of furniture and/or objects.
Additional rounds of changes after receiving the initial
photos are free only if the client is unhappy with the
furniture selection/layout if it was not what the client
initially asked for. If The Luxury Level completed the
task satisfactorily but the client changes their mind on
how they want it styled then it would cost an additional
$50 per photo.

LUXVR 360° (Virtual Tour)

INITIAL PROCESS

The Luxury Level provides three types of VR tour:

The Luxury Level has an online order form for all virtual
staging & virtual replacement orders, which you can
view at “Edit Request Form”. We don’t accept direct
email orders or over the phone orders.

1. LiveTour – this is a simple walk-through tour with
navigation arrows and ground location points.
There is also a filmstrip of locations for quick access
at the bottom of the screen. The tour can be can
display branded and unbranded information. The
tour lives on in perpetuity, has a maximum of 100
unique location points, and has no hosting fees.

There are two methods for virtual staging intake:
1. We Shoot – Our team comes out and shoots your
property’s empty rooms. Once those photos have
been edited and delivered, the client fills out our
online order form where they can choose which
photos they would like staged and what quality
level of staging they would like (standard or
premium). The client must also relay specifics on
style and content for the rooms using The Luxury
Level’s style guide (found in the order form).
2. You Provide – The client provides high quality
photos (that they already have possession of) to
virtually stage by uploading them to the order form
and filling out the required details.
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2. Matterport – this is a more advanced walk-through
tour that has several views such as a dollhouse
view, floorplan view, or basic walk through view.
The tour can display branded and unbranded
information. It has 3 months of covered hosting
and a full year of hosting after that is $50/year.
3. Zillow 3D Property Tour – this is a tour specifically
designed for Zillow websites. The tour is a basic
walk-through tour, similar to LiveTour. The link to
the tour can be shared with the MLS and other
websites but is designed primarily to work with
Zillow listings.
virtual tour cont...

POLICIES/PROCEDURES
lockbox

DELIVERABLES CONTENT
An email with links to the tour(s) is sent to the client.
Tours can be viewed on a desktop, laptop, tablet, or
mobile phone. Mobile phones have the added ability
to view the property with VR goggles.

TURNAROUND TIMES
All turnaround on LUXVR is 1-2 business days. If shot
on a weekend that may extend an extra business day.
On average, it takes about a half hour per 2000 sq. ft.
to virtually capture a property; maybe less depending
on the type of VR camera being used.

Parking and access at jobsites
Please provide The Luxury Level with adequate
parking and access instructions whenever parking at
your property is complicated. If you tell us to park in a
permitted area, please prepare in advance to provide
us with a permit, garage code/access or guest pass
for the time period required. If we’re instructed to park
in a permitted area without being provided a proper
permit and as a result are given a ticket, it’s the clients’
responsibility to provide The Luxury Level full payment
for said ticket. In the rare instance we’re in an area
where there’s no parking and we’re required to use
a paid lot we will add the parking cost to the invoice.

Photography & Videography Rushes
We try to accommodate rush delivery of your jobs
whenever possible, with advance notice. The following
situations would incur an additional charge:
NEXT DAY BY 9AM EDIT PHOTOGRAPHY: $100 for
weekday turnaround, no twilight (add $100 for shoots
with twilight editing)
WEEKEND NEXT DAY BY 9AM EDIT PHOTOGRAPHY: $200
for weekend turnaround, no twilight (add $100 for
shoots with twilight editing)
24 HOUR EDIT VIDEOGRAPHY: $225 for a turnaround
within 24 hours of the end of the shoot.
WEEKEND 24 HOUR EDIT VIDEOGRAPHY: $350 for a
turnaround within 24 hours of the end of the shoot.
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We know that not all properties need a client
representative present for us to capture it or maybe
your schedule doesn’t allow you to make our
appointment or maybe you got a flat tire... whatever
the reason may be, we at The Luxury Level are fine
with accessing the property with just a lockbox code
and pertinent entry instructions. Depending on the
square footage, an open/close fee of $35 may apply.
Why is this? Opening and closing a property can be
time consuming and there is added risk involved in not
closing properties correctly. Our policy is as follows:
•
•
•

No Fee: property is under 3,000 sq. ft. and under
lockbox only.*
Yes Fee: property is over 3,000 sq. ft. and/or an
alarm system needs to be activated.*
Exceptions: if you are a Premier Partner with The
Luxury Level there is no additional open/close fee.

*The Client assumes all risk arising from having The
Luxury Level open/close your property. We will do our
best to close a property as per your instructions but if
something gets missed or done incorrectly, we are not
responsible for the result.

digital products usage & rights
The Luxury Level is the owner of any digital products
(photography, videography, graphics, assets) taken at
your property or employed by The Luxury Level. Said
products may not be resold by the hirer or related
parties. By hiring us you acknowledge that you were
given express permission for us to shoot at your
property. For further explanation of rights and usage,
please refer to our “Digital Products and Licensing
Agreement”.
RAW footage, stock footage, and usage rights for
secondary parties can be negoiated for purchase.

